This paper proposes a method for identifying the position of a sound source in an infinite space by the use of the extended Kalman filter. The position of the sound source is estimated by making modifications on the assumed position so that the difference between the sound pressure by the actual source and that by the source at the assumed position both of which are calculated with BEM may become small. Through numerical simulations, the validity of this technique is shown and the influence of several parameters and error due to measured data on inverse analysis is discussed. 2.
Introduction
The decrease of noise generated by vibrating bodies is one of the most important problems to be solved. If we find out the position of the sound source, it becomes possible to control the sound source directly. For that, methods for identifying the cause and position of vibration source are requested. This paper proposes a method for identifying the position of a sound source in an infinite space by the use of the extended Kalman filter. The position of the sound source is estimated by making modifications on the assumed position so that the difference between the sound pressure by the actual source and that by the source at the assumed position both of which are calculated with BEM may become small. We examine the influence of several factors in the identification process through the numerical simulation.
Boundary Element Method for Sound Problem and Extended Kalman Filter
The governing equation of the sound field for sound problem is given by the Helmholz equation as
where p(x) is the sound pressure and k = ω/c is the number of waves. ω is the angular frequency and c is the sound velocityD From Eq.(1), the following boundary integral equation is derived [1] .
where x and y represent observing point and source point. v(x) is the particle velocity and ρ is the density. The coefficient c(x) is defined as; c(x) = 1 for x ∈ Ω and c(x) = 1 2 for x ∈ Γ when Γ is smooth. The subscript s of p and v represents the boundary of the sound source. p * (x, y) and q * (x, y) are given by
where r represents the distance between the source point and the observing point and ∂r ∂n is the differentiation in outward normal direction on the boundary.
After calculating the sound pressure and particle velocity on the boundary, the sound pressure at a point in the sound field can be derived from
where the subscript f of p represents the measuring point. Discretizing Eqs. (2) and (5) with element in which the sound pressure and the particle velocity are constant, the following equations are derived
where the coefficient matrices HCGCA and B are calculated by using the fundamental solutions. p and p 2 are vectors of the sound pressure on the boundary of the sound source and at the measuring point, respectively. By solving Eq.(6) for sound pressures on the boundary and particle velocities at the nodes where their values are unknown, all nodal values on the boundary become known. Then, substitution of nodal values on the boundary into Eq. (7) gives the sound pressure in the sound field.
Extended Kalman Filter
When state equations and/or observing equations are nonlinear, the extended Kalman filter is derived by applying the Kalman filter to the system that is obtained by linearizing approximation of nonlinear functions around the estimated values [2] . In this study, only the observing equation is nonlinear. Consider that the observing equation is expressed by
where x t Cy t and v t are the state variable (the position of the sound source), observing value (observed sound pressure) and observation noise at the t-th iteration, respectively. In the followings we denote the state variable renewed by using the sound pressure y t asx t/t and the state variable renewed by using the state of the t-th iteration,x t/t , asx t+1/t . Applying the Taylor expansion to Eq.(8) around the estimated state valuex t/t−1 and neglecting the terms over order 2, we obtain
in Eq.(9), the following equation is derived.
As the position of the sound source to be identified does not change to time in our problem, the state equation is expressed as
where I represents the identity matrix. By applying the Kalman filter to Eqs. (12) and (13), we obtain the extended Kalman filter. The estimated value of the state is renewed by the filter equations (14) and (15) 
x t+1/t = Ix t/t (15)
The covariance matrix of estimation error, P t/t Cand the covariance matrix of prediction error, P t+1/t , forx t/t are given by the following equations, respectively,
Calculatingx t+1/t and P t+1/t by Eqs. (15) and (18) and substituting them into Eqs. (14)' (17) we obtain the new state estimatex t+1/t+1 . Thus, given the initial values, new state estimationsx t/t andx t+1/t are calculated whenever new observed data are obtained. 
Algorithm for Sound Source Position Detection
The procedure for the sound source position detection that uses the extended Kalman filter and BEM is as follows;
(1) Measuring the sound pressures at the measuring points, they are referred to as y t .
(2) Assuming the initial estimated position of the sound source, that is, the initial state, x 0 . In addition, setting the initial covariance matrix of estimation error, P 0 , and the covariance matrix of observed noise, R t . (3) By using the state estimation,x t/t−1 , calculating the computational sound pressure at the measuring points, h t (x t/t−1 ) andĤ t , with BEM. (4) Calculating the Kalman gain K t .
(5) Renewingx t/t and P t/t . (6) Renewingx t+1/t and P t+1/t . (7) If the convergence condition is not satisfied, return to (3). In the item (7), we adopt the convergence condition as
where ε is the convergence criterion value andx andŷ are increments in the x and y directions, respectively.
Numerical Simulation of Sound Source Position Detection
We treat a triangular pillar whose bottom surface is an equilateral triangular with side length 10[cm] and height is 5[cm] (shown in Figure 1 .(a)) as the sound source and divide its surfaces into elements in which values are assumed to be constant. As to the boundary conditions, the particle velocity is set as v = Figure 3 . In the figure, the number of type is given from the point near the real sound source position. Table 1 . shows the iteration numbers that were needed till the convergence for respective initial estimated position of the sound source and for 4 cases of measuring points shown in Figure 2 . It is observed from the table that the closer the initial guess is to the real position, the faster the convergence is attained. In Table 2 . errors of the identified position from the real sound source position [mm] are shown in respective cases. Typical phenomena are not observed from the table. 
Influence of Measuring Point Location
Next, we examined the influence of location of measuring point on the identification. In the case of 3 measuring points, setting two measuring points at the pre-decided positions, we vary the location of the 3rd measuring point and optimize its location adopting the points shown in Figure 4 . as candidates. The optimality criterion of this problem is the earliness of convergence. Table 3 . compares the iteration numbers that were needed till the convergence between the case that the 3rd measuring point is predecided at (1.0, 1.0) and the optimized case. Coordinates shown in the fourth column of Table 3 . are the optimum location of the 3rd measuring point selected. It is observed from : pre-decided point : point to be chosen Figure 4 . Candidates of location for 3rd measuring point and two pre-decided measuring point the good measuring location gives a remarkable improvement of the convergence speed comparing with the case of the fixed location. In Table 4 . errors of the identified position from the real sound source position are shown in respective cases. The optimization of the location of the measuring point has a good effect also in the accuracy of the inverse problem. Fixed position : (1.0, 1.0)
Improvement of Convergence Speed
It is known that though the renewal of the state in Kalman filter is fast at the start, generally it needs a lot of the time to convergence. In the results shown before, the speed to convergence is not so good. The cause of the late convergence in Kalman filter is that the covariance matrix of estimation error converges slowly. As the measure against it, a modification was proposed that keeps the covariance matrix of estimation error constant without updating [3] as
By this modification, the improvement of convergent speed in extended Kalman filter is expected. Table  5 . compares the update case and non-update case in the number of iterations needed till convergence in the case of 4 measuring points. Clearly the speed up to the convergence is observed. Table 6 . shows the errors of the identified position from the real sound source position [mm] in respective cases. Non-update of the covariance matrix of estimation error has a good effect also in the accuracy of the inverse problem.
Influence of Errors in Measured Data
In the practical situation of the sound source identification, the measured values may have errors. Then, we performed a simulation in the case that errors are included in the measured data. We assume that the measured data have about 1% error. That is, we give the data variation of mean E = 0.0004 and variance V = 0.0012. The covariance matrix of estimation error, P t/t , is not updated. In Tables 7. and 8. averages of 100times simulation are shown. Table 7 . shows the iteration numbers that were needed till the convergence for respective initial estimated position of the sound source and for 4 cases of measuring points shown in Figure 2 . Table 8 . shows errors of the identified position from the real sound source position [mm] in respective cases. It is found from Table 7 . that iteration numbers don't change even if measuring points are increased. However , Table 8 . says that if number of measuring points increases, the estimation accuracy improves. Table 7 . Number of iterations needed till convergence (Influence of initial estimated position and number of measuring points) 3p. 4p. 9p. 25p. type1 5.7 5.1 4.9 5.1 type2 5.4 5.3 5.2 5.1 type3 6.0 5.3 5.1 5.1 type4 6.4 5.3 5.1 5.1 type5 6.3 5.4 5.9 6.0 type6 6.5 5.7 6.3 6.3 type7 7.7 5.8 6.3 6.3 Data have about 1% error. P t/t is not updated. Data have about 1% error. P t/t is not updated. Figure 5 . shows the iteration history to the convergence for 4 cases of measuring points. In figures, the mark "×" shows the result of identification (intermediate and finally estimated position) and the mark " * " shows the real position of the sound source. In any case, the process to convergence is stable enough.
Conclusion
For the case that one sound source is on a plane, we searched for the position of the sound source by using the extended Kalman filter and by using the modified extended Kalman filter. The convergence speed is dependent on the distance between the initial estimated position and the real position of sound source and on location of measuring points. In the case that measured data have errors, the more the number of the measuring points is, the better estimation result obtained is, but the number of measuring points seems not to be related to the convergence speed. 
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